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The Purpose of the SETAH Fundamentals  

 

 

 

We have a lot of work ahead of us and the SETAH1 Fundamentals aim 
at covering the most important levels of information we need to 
proceed into a higher awareness.  
 
In my work with humans, I have learned that humanity is a forgetful 

race. It is also a race that has difficulties in learning new things that 

are outside the scope of their prevailing belief systems.  

Regarding the tendency to forget, it is no mystery that humans 

forget, since the human vessel is engineered to reset to its encoded 

settings during sleep and hence what was learned the day before – 

falling outside the accepted scale of information – is deleted in dream 

time, or transferred to the subconscious where it is left to die out due 

to lack of energy, unless it of course fits the parameters of the human 

vessel and what it is constructed to produce of energy. 

Regarding the tendency to have difficulties in learning new stuff, I 

know that many of you are new to my way of thinking and if I could, I 

would explain the information only using known concepts. However I 

cannot downsize the information more than I already do. If I did, the 

goal of humanity would never be reached because the current level 

of human knowledge is not advanced enough to obtain the required 

levels of information that are needed to develop new concepts, and 

with these new concepts, the new energies, which are required to 

facilitate the human mind and body to work in new ways. 

Hence it is up to you to break down your comfortzone of current 

belief systems based upon subconscious and indoctrinated religious, 

                                                           
1
 SETAH: Saving Earth through Activated Humans. 
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spiritual and scientific programs and get acquainted with new forms 

of information, which will demand your will power to learn in order to 

break down the engineered limitations put onto the human-mammal 

brain.  

 

It is time to remove the engineered limitations of the human brain and 
develop the abilities all humans are equipped to develop if only they 
dared to go beyond the inbuilt emotional and mental restrictions.  
 
I will do my best to share my knowledge to assist you in the freeing 

process. However it is up to you to work with your emotions, belief 

systems and physical boundaries in order to reach the new standards 

of the other mammal races found in the newer gathered LPU outside 

our universe. They have provided us with the information and energy 

work required to get us to the non-regressed worlds of planetary and 

stellar races outside our distorted and regressed universe controlled 

by the old regressed stellar races. 
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The Free Material 
 

 

 

The free material is made to support my books. They do not hold the 
newer levels of information presented in the new Fundamentals. 
 

On YouTube 

Begin with the Randi Green channel and watch the oldest video first 

(Activating the Chakras) and then go to the Source of Our Universe 

etc. up to the newest and latest video:  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTxfpHiGxSSnvm_mL7i9T0g/videos. 

 

b) Then watch the videos from the oldest to the newest on the 

Planetary Update channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChw2XINIH55pfv7ncVgm0iA/videos 

 

c) Then go to the Terra Transigo Academy YouTube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIpMgVp0-43oYjaTwo_O_sw 

 

The Blog Planetary Updates 

Also read the articles on the blog: 

http://planetaryupdates.blogspot.dk/search/label/Articles 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTxfpHiGxSSnvm_mL7i9T0g/videos.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChw2XINIH55pfv7ncVgm0iA/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIpMgVp0-43oYjaTwo_O_sw
http://planetaryupdates.blogspot.dk/search/label/Articles
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The SETAH Books 

 

 

The SETAH Books provide the needed framework and understanding, 
we have to have to enable us to make wise discernment in our journey 
towards freedom from the dominion outplayed by the stellar factions 
that have been controlling our reality field for quite some time. The 
SETAH Books work with our reality from the stellar level. 
 

You read the three books in the following order to get the framework 

and basic ideas we are working with:  

 

1) The Souls of Humanity 

2) Terralogy  

3) Understanding the Old Stellar Souls  

 

Find them here: http://toveje.dk/setah%20books/index.html 

 

You take notes when you read. You ask questions to the material and 
you find the answers by meditating upon them (sit silently and ask the 
question internally and see what comes back as an answer), when you 
read the material. You ponder on the information - you do NOT just 
read it as it was a normal book. 

 

The Souls of Humanity 

We begin with the primary levels of our existence, the structures, 

dynamics and connection to the Source Cycles, the oversoul cycles 

and the soul group cycles. It is important to understand what a soul is 

and how the evolutions unfold in the first cosmos. 

Then we investigate what led to the division of the soul races and 

the two universes that arose after this, i.e. the first disputes between 

http://toveje.dk/setah%20books/index.html
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the anti-elevation groups and the pro-elevation groups as well as the 

technologies and the result in the Internal Strife, which led to the 

division of the holographic metaverse (the HM), giving grounds for 

the less-progressive universe (the LPU). We look into the soul races 

that departed and what they faced as settlers in a new type of 

universe. We will look into the technologies they took with them and 

their later inventions leading to more problems for the departed soul 

races. We look at the participation and evolutions of the LPU and the 

divisions among the departed soul races. Which role does the 

technologically enhanced genetics (the TEGs) play and how do they 

affect the LPU evolutions? What obstacles do the races of the LPU 

face as a part of this system cut off from holographic universe? How 

have they solved this? 

From here we move on into the historical details of the LPU, the 

collaborations, the timeline event and the rise of the ancient stellar 

races. Then the regression fields and their races are addressed. It is 

from these areas the Reptilian Riots arose and we need to look into 

the background of the regressive races and what led to the takeover 

of our planet. What were the reasons for the Reptilian Riots? How did 

it affect the lower levels of the less-progressive universe? And when 

did the dark ones get into power of our reality field, the technologies 

in humans etc? This and much more are part of this book. 

 

Terralogy 

It is time to go to the next level, where we focus on developing the 

humanoid genetics. Those of the original humans who took part in 

the Sirian Workstations were scattered like the humanoid races 

taking part of the workstations and the original human form got lost 

in the timeline event. Because of this we cannot exclude the work of 

developing the humanoid genetics, repair them and in this gather the 

fragments of the Sirian Workstation humanoids and original humans, 
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as well as restoring these back to the plasma forms we had as part of 

the Sirian Workstations. This book continues where we left of in the 

Souls of Humanity. It goes into the details of the level one energy 

system, the construction of the chakra system, eating habits, 

emotions and much more as well as gives inspiration to the advanced 

energy work, which will activate the stellar genetics. The information 

and illustrations in Terralogy completes the history unfolded in the 

Souls of Humanity. 

 

Understanding the Old Stellar Souls 

Understanding the Old Stellar Souls completes Terralogy and the 

Souls of Humanity. In this book the chiasm is explained in depth along 

with the understanding of the LPU, the evolutionary cycles, the five 

LPRF races and the beginning of the understanding that will lead to 

the work on the human DNA. 

The edited template readings are the main part of the book, which 

in their entirety give an insight into the stellar races and why they 

ended up here. Naturally the selected template readings are only a 

segment of the population on this planet, but they give a profound 

insight into the stories behind the souls of our reality field. 
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The Terra Transigo Academy Books 

 

 

In the Terra Transigo Academy we work with the LPRF1 planetary soul 
and how to reconstruct it. As it turns out the LPRF1 energy system is 
the foundation of the chakra system, having been reverse engineered 
into the chakra system. It is important not to get rid of the chakra 
system but instead learning how to control it, administer the energies 
used and what type of energy we want to unfold via the chakras to 
our continued progression. The chakra system creates the ego and 
only if the ego and the integrated portion of the inner human essence 
are collaborating, can we reconstruct the LPRF1 planetary energy 
system and from there develop new ways of what it means to be 
human and how to do the transition. 
 

Reconstruction of the Planetary Soul 

Reconstruction of the Planetary Soul is the first book, where we 

explore what it truly means to be a planetary human on this planet. In 

the previous three books, we looked at our reality field from the 

perspective of the stellar races, but in this book we begin the journey 

into the true humanity of this planet and the solar system, we are 

part of. The book also looks into what is necessary to meet the 

requirements of the gathered LPU our reality field is in the process of 

joining such as the chakra system has to hold a specific level of light, 

i.e. the light quotient. The same light quotient is needed to be able to 

reconstruct the planetary soul; both the planetary templar as well as 

the individual human soul. From this level of light, we can re-gain our 

access to the racial timelines and the 12 different root races our 

planetary templar is able to develop and progress by the use of the 

consciousness proper to this system. 

If you take the TTA Self-study 1 you get the book as part of the 
course, otherwise you can buy it on the Internet.  
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The Fundamental Concepts 

 

 

The Less-Progressive Universe (the LPU) 

Our LPU consist of reality fields with subfields, i.e. the LPRFs. The LPU 

can be seen as a pyramid, with the core and the 12 khundarays in the 

top. The core emits the khundarays and the encoding they set for the 

holographic units, which after the timeline event turned into energy 

units (planetary) or quantum variables (stellar). The core with the 12 

khundarays has been illustrated in the ancient cultures as a sun; 

hence the core is also called the central sun since it determines how 

all life unfolds and grows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
The illustration shows how the reality fields and their races are positioned. A 
reality field is shown by its number, which I have created for the purpose of 
understanding the differences in the gridworks and their races. Each reality 
field consists of a central racial gridwork and its many sub-networks where 
combinations of the main type of genetics are unfolded. The LPRFs merge 
into each other and are not divided as shown in the illustration. I have 
shown the gridwork races but not all of the sub-races of each reality field.  

Reality Field 3 
LPRF3 Ancient Stellar Races 

Reality Field 2 
LPRF2 Ancient Stellar & Regressed Races 

Reality Field 1 & LPRF2 Network 
LTOS/LOES Humanoids & Ancient Stellar Races 

Reality Field 4 
LPRF4 Plasma Races 

 

Reality Field 5 
LPRF5 Plasma Races 

Core 
 

Repulsion Barrier from 
the Timeline Event:  
Beneath this barrier 
holographic units are 
unfolded as after timeline 
event quantum variables, 
changing the way the 
genetics progress and 
develop. 

 

Dark Areas 
Dark Ones 
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The Timeline Event  

The timeline event unfolded as a series of timelines. The initial event, 

the explosion, spread out the energy units and the genetics from the 

races present in the Sirian Workstations into a series of loops, where 

each of the timeline loops generated an opposite to match the energy 

units and genetic imprints of races that were part of the initial event.  

 

The Timeline Event  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The timeline event literally undid all forms and energetic settings that had 
been created in the Sirian Workstations as in taking the whole and 
deconstructed it into bits and pieces in a total dissolving of all that existed in 
the Sirian Workstations. However the dissolving did not destroy the Sirian 
races or the workstations, it only temporarily deconstructed everything into 
new combinations, where some of the original settings gathered back into 
almost as they were before and the rest unfolded as bits and pieces into the 
thousands of timelines that were created from the initial event. During the 
timeline event the Sirian Workstations and their races were spread out into 
the timelines that unfolded from the initial event. Different slices of the 
original LPRF3 races and their genetics were scattered all over the LPRF2. 
Only a lesser portion of the original LPRF3 races were gathered back into 
what became the ancient stellar races.  

Decay Zone 

New Galaxy 

Multiple Futures 
The Initial Event 

in the Sirian 

Workstations 
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Our Gridwork and Its Networks 

Our LPRF1 planetary system was reconstructed by the ancient stellar 

races after the timeline event. Because of this our LPRF1 gridwork 

holds both a LPRF3 and LPRF2 network, which is connected to the 

original LPRF3 and LPRF2 gridworks from their own level and into our 

reality field.  

 

LPRF4 LPRF3               LPRF2           LPRF1 
Gridwork Gridwork Gridwork Gridwork 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 LPRF2 Network 

Repulsion Zone                    LPRF3 Network 

 
The illustration shows how gridworks turn into networks. A gridwork is the 
central racial field of a LPRF holding the encoded energy units as well as the 
plan for that reality field as it was laid into the gridworks by the Progenitors. 
Only when the genetics link up to a gridwork are they able to progress. 

A network arises when the races of a gridwork expand their territory and 
enter a lower positioned LPRF; then the gridwork turns into a network. 
Hence the LPRF3 gridwork becomes a LPRF3 network in the LPRF2 gridwork 
and the LPRF2 gridwork becomes a LPRF2 network in the LPRF1 gridwork.  

Our LPRF1 gridwork holds both a LPRF2 and LPRF3 network since the 
LPRF2 network was founded after the timeline event by the ancient stellar 
races and the basis of the LPRF3 network was laid by the before timeline 
event contributors of the Er`th Colonies. It is divided into three areas, i.e. the 
lower, middle and upper LPRF1 areas. 

The LPRF2 network in our system supplies the stellar level one energy 
system with quantum variables, enabling the genetics in the energy system 
to unfold. The planetary soul is linked up to the LPRF1 gridwork from which 
it gets it energy units used to produce the LPRF1 consciousness. 
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The LPRF Races of Our LPU 

 

 

 

The LPRF1 (less progressive reality field 1). Planetary humans - LPRF1 

particle energy and consciousness units; aka planetary genetics 

inserted into the LPRF1 planetary energy system unfolding organic 

forms in planetary systems with earth-like planets. 

 

The LPRF2 (less progressive reality field 2). Stellar humanoids - LPRF2 

holographic energy and consciousness units; aka stellar genetics 

inserted into the LPRF2 level one energy system unfolding organic 

forms in stellar systems. The stellar systems are not to be confused 

with the stellar constellations we see in the sky since these are part of 

our planetary system. The stellar realities exist in the holographic 

levels of the LPU, which are seen as the “dark energy and matter” 

areas of our universe. The holographic energy form is difficult of us to 

grasp; however we see the holographic realities in light language, 

energy coding, grids of information constituting the basis of all forms 

and mathematical features unfolding manifestation to name a few.  

 

The LPRF3 (less progressive reality field 3). 

Galactic entities – LPRF3 tonal-wave energy and consciousness units; 

aka galactic strands developed from the LPRF2 genetics in the 

vortexes of the LOES transformed into the level two operational 

system. The LTOS is a parasitic energy system called the higher self or 

the avatar of a stellar personality. The first LPRF3s unfolded most of 

their existence in the Sirian Workstations but were scattered in the 

timeline event and now they only exist as minor clusters of the LPRF3 

type of genetics. 
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The LPRF4 (less progressive reality field 4). 

Nebulae or the foundation of our LPU aka 4th evolutionary system 

energy and consciousness units observed as intelligent fields. I explain 

about this level in the Reconstruction of the Planetary Soul and TTA 

Self-Study 1, where the correct context is given. As long as we do not 

work with the planetary level, the LPRF4s are not of much interest to 

us. 

 

LPRF5 (less progressive reality field 5). 

Progenitors, i.e. the creators of the LPU from the first universe aka 

the Source Cycle, the original consciousness units came from. Again 

the work with this level does not make much sense until you are able 

to work with the LPRF1 planetary energy system. 

 
To fully understand the genetics, energy systems and the evolutionary 
cycles etc, you have to read the first three books. The origin of the 
genetics is explained in the Souls of Humanity. 
 

Understanding the creation of the LPRF Races  

Question: What is a seed race? 

Answer: A seed race is a specific term relating to a race or a group of 

entities joining into a specific reality field where they investigate and 

explore certain possibilities of that reality field. A seed race does as a 

rule not belong to that specific reality field but is “seeded” there, i.e. 

originate from other reality fields.  

A seed race also imply the making of a reality field by combining 

the khundarays of other reality fields and into that combined and 

created reality field. The partakers of the project step down take on 

form according to the energetic set up of that reality field, to be able 

to seed new races there.  
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Question: Working through a lifeform in a lower area? 

Answer: It means connecting to a consciousness level telepathically 

advising, giving directions and serve as supervisors. Or by directly 

taking on a form within the race to become fully integrated into that 

reality field, albeit having the genetics and original form positioned 

on the original level of existence. Sometimes races from higher reality 

fields enjoyed stepping down to understand the perimeters of the 

lower LPRF or to invoke a new genetic combination within an existing 

race. This is called vertical integration.  

Vertical merging is when a higher positioned entity projects his or 

her consciousness into the emission field of a personality in a lower 

area. In this way the lower leveled personality gets instructions on 

how to perform certain things, needed to develop the reality field, i.e. 

council members and similar stakeholders of a reality field. 

 

Question: The difference between vertical and horizontal integration? 

Answer: Conjunctions of light fields with a reality field can create a 

new form into which the makers project their consciousness. 

Contrary to the seed races, appropriately called vertical integration, 

the creation of a new form on the same plane of existence is called 

horizontal integration. Horizontal integration is done by expanding 

the radiation, vibration and morphogenetic fields from two entities 

into one combined field, from which a new light field emerges; the 

third light field or “the child” is the result. Creation of new lifeforms 

always demands a triangle of light coding and genetics to create new 

forms. A vertical created race holds higher amounts of activated LPU 

genetics and is thus often responsible for seeding of new races “from 

above”. A horizontal created race holds fewer activated LPU genetics. 

They function within their own types of LPRF genetics and can only 

seed new specimens holding the same type of LPRF genetics. Infusion 

of genetics can be done by horizontal and vertical merging. 
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Question: What is genetic identity? 

Answer: Genetic identity holds the idea of similarity in genetics. It is a 

kind of sharing of genetics making the contributor and the receiver 

able to unfold the same type of consciousness. If a humanoid shared 

some of his or her genetics by expanding the three fields into another 

humanoid creating similar interference patterns, the two humanoids 

would exchange genetics, if the genetics hold the same basic genetic 

pattern. This is performed to restore genetics in the other humanoid. 

A humanoid can transfer some of his or her integrated genetics by 

dividing the genetics in the three vortexes and transfer the divided 

units into another humanoid, if this humanoid has been depleted of 

his or her genetics. This can unfortunately be done by force as well 

and the word extraction is appropriate here. Willingly shared genetics 

equals transfer. Unwillingly equals extraction. 

 

The races in the lower LPRFs were created by: 

 Vertical integration.  

 Horizontal integration.  

 Genetic identity to the ones that contributed. The LPRF1 and 

LPRF2 races were under the protectorate of the higher leveled 

LPRF3-LPRF5 races, being genetically interlinked. 

 

The Regressed and the Lesser Regressed LPRF2 Races 

The LPRF2 gridwork and its counterpart LPRF2 network in the middle 

LPRF1 area are divided between the two main LPRF2 stellar races that 

stood as the survivors after the Reptilian Riots. These are the races 

that fully regressed and the ones that regressed to a lesser extent. 

The fully regressed races were the humanoids, which took control of 

our reality field as well as enslaving the lesser regressed races in the 

LPRF2 systems and the LPRF1 systems in our LPU. 
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The Origin of the LPRF2 Stellar Races 

The stellar or LPRF2 humanoids are divided into sectors based upon 

the soul genetics from the first universe brought into our LPU by the 

Progenitors2 as an attempt to give the delayed soul groups and their 

genetics a second chance to reach the new and higher soul principles 

of the 5th evolutionary cycle aka the upright two legged evolutionary 

cycle.  

The delayed soul groups came from the previous 4th evolutionary 

cycle where the soul genetics developed as four legged creatures to 

meet the type of energy in the 4th evolutionary cycle that was much 

denser. They did not make the cut in the first universe, when the time 

was right to begin the 6th evolutionary cycle, transforming the 5th. In 

the LPU they were given artificial enhancements to reach the upright 

form of the 5th evolutionary cycle. 

In the first universe or original universe controlled by the Source 

Cycles, the 4th evolutionary lifeforms were called the rectangles or the 

squares. The 5th evolutionary lifeforms are called the pentagrams. The 

lifeforms of the 3rd evolutionary cycle were called the triangles. 

 

The LPRF2 LPU Genetics 

The LPRF2 LPU genetics are divided into four racial types, called the 

insectoid, the avian, the reptoid (called this before the regression and 

after the regression they changed into the reptilian genetics) and the 

lower leveled mammal since the higher leveled mammal genetics are 

the foundation of the upright races of the 5th evolutionary cycle. In 

our LPU the Progenitors created organic upright forms for these less 

developed soul genetics from the 4th evolutionary cycle, using their 

own advanced levels as the foundation incl. TEGs (see next chapter) 

                                                           
2
 Get the story of the first universe and the soul genetics here: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwKCnGpnvt_AheaSkco0zEKEqL6nOmZQa 
or read the Souls of Humanity. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwKCnGpnvt_AheaSkco0zEKEqL6nOmZQa
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and they turned into what we perceive as the stellar races after the 

timeline event. Before the timeline event the LPRF2 races progressed 

under the LPRF3 overseers but as the timeline event hit the LPRF3s 

and altered the LPRF2 reality fields, the LPRF2 genetics regressed and 

turned back into their animal state, changing these races into a type 

of animal-humans; that is the primitive 4th evolutionary consciousness 

traits in the upright 5th evolutionary form. Due to the ways the 

holographic energies work, the consciousness traits were reflected 

into the upright form too. Thus the organic forms of the stellar 

genetics are called humanoids because they have consciousness and 

bodily features of the animalistic 4th evolutionary cycle, their genetics 

regressed into.  

 

The Old Regressed Races 

The LPRF2 stellar races have for eons been controlled by the draco-

reptilians. Today most LPRF2 systems have been freed from the draco-

reptilian reign. The modern LPRF2 systems are in the process of 

merging with the crystalline races and other forms of Sirian B races, 

creating the new stellar races. The new stellar races are mainly lower 

mammal-reptilian in genetic structure (regressed lower mammal 

added with reptilian genetics), using the Sirian B genetic template as 

the main matrix. The old regressed LPRF2 stellar races - from the 

controlling factions to the sealed off LOES on our planet - have no 

home system to return to, if they leave our reality field. Hence the 

ongoing projects, which I will return to later on. 

 
The old LPRF2 regressed races, which are controlling our reality field 

to this day, are aggressive, deceitful, primitive and take what they 

want through either contracts of allegiance and trade of genetics, 

deceitful play and betrayal to brute force sided up with a strive for 

power and greed, added with highly evolved technological skills. That 
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is also a fact in most of the sealed off LOES as well since they came to 

our reality field during the draco-reptilian reign; some as slaves but 

most of them as part of contracts of allegiance, where they agreed to 

the terms of the draco-reptilian overlords and lizard landlords.  

The controlling factions can, however, appear as peaceful and 

benevolent if they choose so, but only if it benefits their goal. All of 

these races can read your mind-field and aura, and reflect back to you 

what is needed for you to trust them. Trust is the same as opening up 

energetically to another energy fields. 

The old LPRF2 and LPRF1 areas, under the control of the draco-

reptilian overlords, had a distinct structure: In the hierarchy of power, 

the draco-reptilian overlords were the top until the highly infected 

LPRF3 aka the Archons took over. Under the overlords, we find the 

warlords, being draco-reptilian in origin but with a lesser developed 

awareness; they were more followers than leaders.  

Today most of the warlords have deflected their overlords and are 

collaborating with the crystalline Sirian Bs or the Aryan-Shivas, where 

most of them have got a full upgrading with Sirian B genetics (Sirian B 

genetics are reptoid-mammal in nature and go way back to the 

ancient stellar races). The middle level of the hierarchy consisted of 

the lizards and the bottom held the scavengers. The ordinary reptilian 

citizens had no power what so ever. 

The draco-reptilian overlords (regressed Maldakian reptoid lineage 

added with LPRF1 planetary human genetics) have been the leaders 

of the regressed LPRF2 races in the insectoid, avian and reptilian 

areas that were not under the Sirian Bs, which from the start were in 

control of the lesser-regressed stellar races.  

The warlords are of reptilian origin from a lower positioned system 

under the draco-reptilians. They have got draco-reptilian TEGs added 

to their reptilian makeup. They are warriors and followed the orders 

from the overlords. They had no individuality; today they do, but 
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functioned as a group and under one overlord – having his genetics 

inserted in forms of TEGS and thus being in telepathic contact with 

him - which they revered as a god.  

Below the overlords and the warlords were the minions: 

The landowners or landlords (lizard lineage; a combination of 

avian-reptilian genetics) collaborated with their appointed overlord 

and his warlords. The landowner was typically situated into a lower 

positioned reality field, looking after the possessions of the overlord. 

The overlord and his warlords stayed behind in the LPRF2 home 

system and thus the landlord or landowner was the appointed king in 

the area under the possession of the overlord.  

The scientists (lizard-avian-low mammal lineage) worked under the 

appointed overlord and engineered whatever he wanted them to 

develop and engineer. The scientists typically worked with genetic 

manipulation and technological inventions such as crafts etc. Today 

many of them team up with e.g. the non-android Grays. 

The naga priesthood is a sub-race of the ancient avian-reptilian 

races which collaborated with some of the reptoid-mammals that did 

not came under the draco-reptilian regime. The nagas are considered 

a low caste due to their impure genetics lineage by the draco-reptilian 

overlords – as well as the controllers of our reality field - and have not 

been seen as a threat to be taken seriously. The nagas try to this day 

to gain enough genetics so that they can get their own area. 

The scavengers are the lowest caste of the lizard lineages and they 

do not belong to any overlord but are uncontrolled agents. They are 

still present in the LPRF2 systems and at times in our reality field 

where they operate from the astral plane. 

Most of the original draco-reptilians do not exist anymore and the 

few that are left functions as an extended body for the highly infected 

LPRF3s. 
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The old LPRF2 areas held combinations of regressed genetics such as 
the reptilian-mammal races, the avian-reptilian races, the avian-
mammal races and the more pure ones, such as the pure avians, the 
pure reptilians (the draco-reptilian) and the lower leveled mammals.  
 

The Lesser-Regressed Races 

The lesser-regressed races3 did not regress in full after the timeline 

event. They are the foundation of the new stellar races. The lesser-

regressed races hold the consciousness traits of the insectoid, avian, 

reptoid and mammal genetics as an integrated set of knowledge and 

abilities in their energy systems; they have no organic features from 

their animalistic genetics and they look human-like to us. 

The lesser-regressed races prefer to get what they want using 

telepathic communication (incl. persuasion and manipulation), trade, 

exchange of technology and knowledge, incl. civilized agreements and 

deals made to benefit both parties – according to their set of rules 

naturally. They are highly manipulative and use different methods to 

get what they want such as false information given telepathically, 

imprinting (overshadowing the mind of the opponent), projection of 

consciousness or genetic overlay of the opponent or the ones, they 

are in negotiations with.  

The lesser-regressed races are controlled by the Sirian B races and 

they are all descendants from the ancient Sirian Bs.4 

The Sirian Bs (male consciousness lineage) have divided into many 

sub-races scattered all over the lesser-regressed areas of the LPU; i.e. 

                                                           
3 The lesser-regressed and their new generation of non-regressed stellar races are 

not to be trusted more than the regressed races. The lesser-regressed reptilian races 
and the Sirian Bs are the two factions that in the future begin the Sirian B-Reptoid 
Wars.  
4
 Naturally the regressed races are descendants of the Sirian Bs as well, but they have 

changed to such an extent that they are not seen as part of these. 
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the crystalline Sirian Bs and the ancient lineages of the Aryan-Shivas 

to name two of the largest groups.  

 
One of the crystalline Sirian B races 
is depicted to the right. This one is 
collaborating with the reptilians; 
cf. the snake on the emblem.

5
  

Only a special faction enters 
our reality field, called operatives. 
They are capable of changing their 
holographic blueprint to conjunct 
with the artificial 4-5 D host-fields 
imbued with the LPRF2 blueprint 
needed to generate an organic 
form in our reality.  

When the mission is completed 
they shift out of the smaller host-
field organic form suitable for our 
system and return to their natural 
taller posture.  

Most of the operatives are 
what we would call a clone of the 
holographic humanoid positioned 
in the home system. 

 

 
The giant male Aryan-Shivas (light to dark blue and white skin) have 

the largest portions of the original Sirian B type of genetics.  

Their female counterpart; the female Aryan-Shivas (white to 

golden skin) have large portions of re-engineered Sirian As genetics 

(female consciousness lineage from after the timeline event). The 

Aryan-Shivas literally looks like the depictions of the god Shiva in 

Hindu teachings.  

                                                           
5
 The image is from the book the Matrix by Val Valerian  

https://archive.org/details/ValerianValdamarMatrixII1991 
Both books, the Cosmic Trigger and the Matrix are from LWB human operatives. They 
are from a time when the new stellar races operated in plain sight in our reality. They 
have not really done this for a long time.  

https://archive.org/details/ValerianValdamarMatrixII1991
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The LPU Genetics  

 

 

The Stellar Genetics 

The insectoid genetics cultivate the ability to work with the energy units in 

the gridworks, i.e. all forms of construction work including holographic 

structures such as core crystals, buildings, cities and crafts to name a few. 

 

The avian genetics foster the ability to do energy work such as handling the 

energies of a sub-field or timeline by inserting genetic resonance programs. 

The genetics give the ability to grow connections between genetics and the 

gridworks, the ability to create e.g. portals, timelines and so forth from the 

gridworks using the genetics etc, i.e. what we call magic.  

 

The reptoid genetics give the ability to work with genetics, the energy 

system, the organic form and creation of lifeforms in a new gridwork. The 

reptoid genetics give the ability to work with sorts of advanced sciences and 

prefer the scientific angle in all consciousness abilities, hence when the 

reptoid genetics or TEGs are added, the personality becomes highly 

scientific. Naturally the reptoid genetics, because of their strength, are used 

in warriors of all sorts, from priestly avian warriors to common reptilian 

warlords. They are the foundation of the new stellar races adapted in the 

new mammal-reptoid Sirian B genetics. 

 

The mammal genetics give the ability to unfold capacities of political, 

societal, economic and similar community structures and are often found in 

the council members of the stellar communities, also within the avian and 

reptilian systems. Here the elders have got mammal TEGs added to do the 

diplomatic or political work as leaders and creators of societal structures.  

 

The first universe soul genetics had the ability to self-heal and were used to 

restore the infected and regressed LPU genetics back to their original setting 

in the ancient programs.  
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The Stellar TEGs 

Technologically enhanced genetics: 

 Generate consciousness from modified or fragmented LPU 

genetics. 

 Are either linked up to the gridworks in the non-crystalline 

areas or to soul matrices in the crystalline areas. 

 Are able to project the consciousness of a lower dimensional 

energy system into a higher dimension. 

 Can produce the idea of a higher self, because the projecting 

consciousness field is not directly linked to the personality. 

 Are basically artificial intelligence and consciousness. 

 Is the foundation in all hybridized and engineered biological 

lifeforms. 

 Can be modified to turn dark, submitting the consciousness 

traits of a dark one. 

 

The first generation of TEGs were able to activate the self-healing 

abilities in the LPU genetics in the level one energy system back to the 

progression possibilities it was engineered to have. 

 

The second generation of TEGs did not have the same level of self-

healing abilities, but they were useful in the restoration work of the 

LPU genetics since they held integrated information of how to work 

with the LPU genetics, sorting out the merged-in TEGs from the 

integrated genetics.  

 

The third and fourth generations of TEGs had no self-healing features 

and none information regarding how to work with the LPU genetics. 

 

The TEGs of the new stellar races are very different and are not found 

in the templates of the dormant stellar races in our system. 
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The Planetary Genetics  

I´m in the process of getting to know this type of genetics. The inner 

humanity has an energy system (the LPRF1 planetary energy system) 

similar to the stellar level one energy system (the LOES) although the 

genetics in the LPRF1 PES are linked up to the root races and their 

type of consciousness and energy. The beginning of this work is found 

in the book Reconstruction of the Planetary Souls and the TTA 1.  

 

The Hybrid and Mission Host Genetics  

These are often engineered to the function these souls - aka the 

energy systems with genetics - have in our system and do not have a 

general blueprint; all the templates are highly individualistic.  

 

The Human Bio-DNA  

The bio-DNA is the biological level of our “physical” reality. The bio-

DNA is creating the cellular level in the human vessel and they are 

fueled from the human morphogenetic field. The bio-DNA is electro-

chemical in nature and adapt to what is going on in the astral and 

mental fields of the human physiology. 

 

The “human vessel” per se is a humanoid form since it is engineered 

from remnants of the LPRF1 planetary humans, Panergeia animalistic 

genetics from the 4th planetary system6 and LPRF2 re-engineered 

stellar humanoid genetics, such as bits of draco-reptilian (LPRF2 

reptilian and infected LPRF3) or insectoid genetics mixed with the 3rd 

root race LPRF1 planetary human genetics, or bits and pieces of the 

avian-mammal-reptilian Annunaki using the 4th root race genetics. 

The human vessel bears very little resemblance to the 5th evolutionary 

true human forms and consciousness.  

                                                           
6
 The root races and planetary systems are explained in the Reconstruction of the 

Planetary Soul. 
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The Overlay Genetics  

The overlay genetics are added to the bio-DNA. They are placed in 

higher energetic levels, evading our present perception of reality. 

They are added to produce the needed quanta, which the genetic 

fragments in the core of the chakras require to keep the attached 

LOES operational in this reality. In other words, without the genetic 

overlay, the genetic fragments would not be fueled and if they are 

not fueled, we would detach from the programs controlling us as well 

as the LOES would detach from the chakra system. Hence when the 

human vessel wears out, the chakra system is dissolved and the LOES 

returns to its rightful owners or to the astral reintegration areas. 

As the chakra system is cleansed and we learn to transform the 

distorted energy units of the astral body and the mental mind-field, 

i.e. the energy fields that prevent us from working correctly with our 

chakra system, we gain access to the genetic overlays aka the outer 

re-engineered LPRF2 genetics of our physicality.  

The genetic overlays are determined by the merged astral fields of 

the parents, which again determine the quality of the morphogenetic 

field pulling in the atomic and molecular energies to produce a 

human vessel. The human morphogenetic field, the merged astral 

field, the chakra system and the fragments - determining the 

programming - give the human vessel its uniqueness, personality 

traits and function in this world. 

 

Our genetic makeup consists of at least two layers of gene codes: 

1. The bio-DNA (engineered genetics and electro-chemical energy).  

2. The LPRF2 gene code (stellar genetics and holographic energy). 

 
In some humans (they have to be created from the LPRF2 gene codes): 

3. The LPRF3 gene code aka genetic strands and tonal-wave energy. 

  


